1 Introduction: ‘the master link of connection’

On 4 May 1797, after a voyage of seventy-one days, Lord Macartney finally arrived at the Cape of Good Hope, one of Britain’s newest colonial possessions.¹ The following day, after a brief ceremony in Cape Town, he assumed the latest in a long series of diplomatic and administrative appointments stretching back over thirty years.² In taking the oaths of office, this stalwart servant of the Crown was now entrusted with the custodianship of this recently acquired colony at the southern tip of Africa, a place at a crucial crossroads in Britain’s maritime channels of communication and commerce. After several months at sea, journeying southwards in HMS Trusty, Macartney must have been relieved finally to disembark his gouty frame and survey the place that British troops had captured only two years previously. They had done so in the name of the Dutch House of Orange. Ostensibly, Britain claimed to be protecting the colony, its settlers and its institutions from the nefarious depredations of the republican Dutch government, with its revolutionary principles and French sympathies, rather than aggrandising its own position in this part of the world. Others, however, saw less altruistic motivations behind the British capture.³ Whatever the reality, this did not alter the fact that, as Diogo de Souza, the Portuguese governor of Mozambique, put it, the British were now ‘masters of the Cape of Good Hope’.⁴

As the first British civilian governor of the Cape, Macartney recognised that this recent turn of events meant that the future required careful consideration. Writing to Henry Dundas in London, he made a shrewd
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² Maurice Boucher and Nigel Penn (eds.), Britain at the Cape, 1795 to 1803 (Johannesburg: Brenthurst Press, 1992), p. 69.
³ See, for example, ‘Extract from a Proclamation of General Dumoriez to the Batavians’, February 1793, RCC, vol. I, p. 3.
⁴ AHU, Conselho Ultramarino (CU), Moçambique (Moc.), CX75/62, Diogo Rodrigo de Souza Coutinho to Luis Pinto de Souza, 28 September 1796. The phrase in the original document is ‘Senhores do Cabo di Boa Esperanza’.
assessment of his new bailiwick. Its ‘geographical situation’ was vital, he observed. In fact, it ‘formed the master link of connection between the western and eastern world’. It was ‘the great outwork of our Asian commerce and Indian Empire’. Macartney was not the first person to consider the geopolitical consequences of the British presence in (or, indeed, absence from) the region. Nor was he alone in regarding the capture of the Cape as crucial to Britain’s commercial and political empire in Asia. Nevertheless, his statement raises a number of interesting questions. First, what were the geographical boundaries of Macartney’s ‘western’ and ‘eastern’ worlds? Second, what sort of ‘master link’ did Macartney have in mind when he suggested the Cape could unite them? Third, what motivations might individuals, trading companies or countries have for connecting these seemingly disparate maritime and political spaces? And, finally, was the Cape the only place that could connect these worlds? In other words, was the ‘master link’ centred on one place, or was its strength, like a chain, in the binding together of many links to make a stronger whole?

This book explores these issues, arguing for the need to see beyond the boundaries of oceanic basins and suggesting the flexible, overlapping and interdependent nature of the various maritime worlds comprising Britain’s late eighteenth-century empire. Key components of that empire – such as the East India Company in Asia, which encompassed complex, interconnected networks of people, places and resources – stretch beyond the confines of traditional historiographical and geographical frameworks. Although many might have agreed with Macartney that the Cape formed part of the ‘Indian World’, the precise definition as well as the extent and boundaries of that world were much less clear.

The discussion that follows, then, offers a differently imagined geography of empire. It is one viewed from the southern hemisphere. It comprises places as diverse and geographically distant from each other as Río de la Plata and Mauritius, St Helena and the Cape of Good Hope, Tristan da Cunha and the Indian Ocean coastline of Southern Africa, and links them in the same frame of historical analysis. In adopting this perspective and approach, the book demonstrates how the British Empire evolved in
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the second half of the eighteenth century and into the early nineteenth, through the challenges of global wars and political revolutions.

Macartney’s correspondent, Henry Dundas, needed little explanation of Britain’s place in the wider world. As Secretary of State for War, and President of the Board of Control (the governmental body which oversaw the British East India Company), Dundas was a central figure in much of the political rhetoric and logistical realities that connected distant parts of the British Empire to Britain and to each other in the period.9 As a confidant of William Pitt, the Prime Minister, he was one of the most significant architects of Britain’s wartime strategy and imperial policy during the long years of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars.10 As Dundas recognised in a memorandum circulated among his cabinet colleagues in 1800, the regions beyond Europe, acquired in the crucible of war, were ‘objects essential to the permanent interests of Great Britain’.11 And, like many politicians in London, Dundas had shown himself to be keenly interested in the Cape as the gateway to India.12

Indeed, there is evidence that Dundas also tried to work out where the Cape sat in this reoriented British Empire. His evolving thoughts are laid out in a series of ‘Suggestions respecting the Cape of Good Hope’, which were appended to a larger document on the region and which Dundas presumably presented to his cabinet colleagues. Should the Cape under the British follow the Dutch model, he wondered, and be considered ‘in no other light but as subservient to their Indian trade’? Dundas felt this would simply result in government ‘upon those principles of grievous and oppressive monopoly which has always marked the policy of the Dutch in India’.13 Instead he advocated a different approach: ‘I lay it down as a fundamental principle that Great Britain must never attempt to hold possession of the Cape on the principles of strict colonial connexion.’

9 By the end of the eighteenth century, the Secretaryship of State for War had also come to embrace the colonies, although the official change of name only occurred in 1801.
12 Dundas received many letters and suggestions with regard to the Cape and its strategic position. One George Forster of the Madras Civil Service, for example, discussed the strength of the garrison at the Cape and the oppressive nature of the government there. UWits, A154, George Forster to Dundas, 22 January 1786.
13 KCL, DT2042 [Henry Dundas], ‘Suggestions respecting the Cape of Good Hope’ [c.1796], unpaginated. For details on the authorship of the ‘Suggestions’ and further thoughts on the attached ‘Sketches’, see accompanying correspondence in the DT2042 file.
More pointedly, he continued: ‘The important benefit we must look to from this possession is the immense security it gives to our Indian Empire, which would not exist if it was in the hands of any other powerful European nation.’ His musings reflect the wider backdrop against which the events and opinions discussed in this book were played out. Should the Cape, and the ports and islands in the surrounding region, form part of the commercial empire of the East India Company? Or, alternatively, should they be subsumed into the Westminster-controlled colonial framework of the British Atlantic?

Few disagreed with either Macartney or Dundas about the importance of this fulcrum between Britain’s Atlantic and Asian empires. The Cape lay along the principal oceanic arterial route that sustained the long-distance maritime trade plied by the ships of the East India Company. Within three years of its capture, it was being touted as politically and strategically vital for Britain’s global interests, particularly those centred on the Indian subcontinent. Richard Wellesley, governor general in India, alerted Sir George Yonge, Macartney’s successor at the Cape, to the importance of this foothold in Southern Africa. Harking back to Yonge’s more conscientious predecessor, Wellesley extolled the wider imperial benefits of an efficient exchange of information between Calcutta and Cape Town:

My correspondence with the Earl of Macartney furnishes abundant proof of the advantages to be derived to the Public Service in India by the speedy communication from the Cape of Good Hope of intelligence affecting the interests of this empire.

Wellesley’s grand views of Britain’s empire in India, and his place in it, are well known. And he had a troubled relationship with Yonge, whom he considered to be a martinet of the most dissolute kind. This impression was not improved, it should be said, by Yonge’s performance at the Cape: he was described by Sylvester Douglas as ‘having bedeviled himself there so as to make it necessary to recall him’. However, it appears that, on
this point at least, Yonge needed little guidance. In November of the same year, he wrote to Henry Dundas along the same lines as Wellesley had adopted when writing to him:

The situation of the Cape makes it the Gibraltar of this part of the world, and it is so acknowledged by France, Holland, America, & by the East India Company, by the unanimous concurrent voice of all these it is admitted & confessed, that an active power possessed of the Cape will command all communication between the Eastern & Western World. ¹⁹

The importance of the Cape to British imperial interests continued to be acknowledged into the first decade of the nineteenth century. Robert Percival, an army officer who served both at the Cape and in India, was adamant about its importance:

The situation of the Cape of Good Hope, however, placed as it is directly in the middle between the two great divisions of the British empire, forces itself upon the attention of Great Britain, as a possession which would not only contribute to her prosperity, but which seems almost essential to her safety. ²⁰

And an anonymously authored document in the Lowther family papers, carrying the suggestive title ‘The Importance of the Cape of Good Hope Considered’, reminded its readers that:

When the Cape of Good Hope was first captured by Sir Alured Clarke, it was considered of the utmost importance to the British Empire, and its advantages as a military as well as a naval station were so impressively described in the discussion upon the Peace of Amiens that it was almost unanimously designated the physical guarantee or the Key of India. ²¹

Quite apart from its importance and significance for the subsequent history of South Africa, the capture of the Cape cemented the British position in the maritime region comprising the southern Atlantic and Indian oceans. By 1815, and along with St Helena and Mauritius, the Cape formed a chain of British way stations on the route to India, acting as a ‘sub-network’ within the wider British Indian Ocean world that was (and, in many ways, still is) being defined. ²² The area was lauded, by a variety of people with diverse interests and concerns, as a critical part of Britain’s Asian empire. By the middle of the nineteenth century, the

²¹ CRO, D LONS/L13/1/91, ‘The Importance of the Cape of Good Hope Considered’ (c. 1815–16), p. 2.
Indian Ocean had come to be regarded as a ‘British lake’ in the anglophone world, and a fundamental part of this dominance was control over the maritime gateway connecting the Atlantic and Indian oceans. When Britain captured the Cape, it was already part of a sophisticated maritime system of strategic and commercial interests sustained by the Dutch. But the first decades of British rule in Southern Africa facilitated the development of another set of connections and exchanges, as political, military and scientific links were forged. As such, the region, with its commercial maritime links and strategic military requirements, was woven into the fabric of the British Empire as it developed in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

It would be misleading, however, to suggest that the Cape was the only place on the route to India to be described in such fulsome and complimentary terms. In fact, the encomia bestowed on the Cape should alert us to the importance attached by contemporaries to securing the entire maritime route to the East, rather than any specific part of it. The Cape was only one stepping stone among many potential way stations in the southern reaches of both the Atlantic and Indian oceans, as well as along the southern coastline of Africa. Invariably, these places were seen in terms of their utility to broader British strategic and commercial interests.

For example, Lady Anne Barnard, the wife of the resident colonial secretary at the Cape, recorded some thoughts about Algoa Bay in her diary entry for 27 October 1799. This inlet, some 425 miles east of Cape Town, had neither settlers nor infrastructure. But this did not prevent some people from imagining a great future for it. Lady Anne recalled that Major-General Francis Dundas, the military commander at the Cape and a nephew of Henry Dundas, resolved ‘to make Algoa Bay a second Gibraltar’, guarding the entrance to the Indian Ocean in the same way as Gibraltar stood sentinel to protect the Mediterranean.

Thomas Brooke, author of one of the first histories of St Helena, suggested that this South Atlantic island had similar potential: ‘This little spot, with congenial prosperity, may continue to protect and facilitate our...’


commerce with the East, and, by participating in its success, be always regarded as an important and essential part of the British Empire. And from the middle of the eighteenth century, the Ile de France (present-day Mauritius) was referred to as the ‘star and the key of the Indian Ocean’. In 1807, Félix Renouard de Sainte-Croix described the island as occupying ‘a central geographical point between every other place in the world’. This book integrates the various histories and historiographies of these places, arguing for their individual and collective importance in the development of Britain’s maritime empire and providing a new way of conceptualising the region that straddled the worlds of the Atlantic and Indian oceans.

When Macartney took office in 1797, Britain’s command of this important maritime gateway was relatively negligible. The Cape was only supposed to be in British hands temporarily; the adjacent coastlines of Africa were either uncharted or in the hands of the Portuguese; and the Ile de France and a clutch of other islands in the south-western Indian Ocean were French, and harboured the pirates and privateers who wreaked such havoc on British shipping coming from Asia. And while the East India Company controlled St Helena, and despite Brooke’s opinions to the contrary, this was hardly a major boon, either for company or country. The island was geographically remote and isolated, ‘1200 miles distant from the nearest land’, and far removed from other British settlements.

By virtue of prevailing sailing patterns, it was only useful for homeward-bound ships coming from the East, and it relied almost entirely on imported foodstuffs and other supplies to sustain it. Just over a decade later, by the start of 1811, the position had changed dramatically and British power in the region had expanded considerably. All of the major southern ports in the Atlantic and Indian oceans – Cape Town, St Helena, Mauritius and Rio de Janeiro – were in British hands or guarded by British ships. By the end of the war in 1815, and together with other British-controlled locations like

Tristan da Cunha, Ascension and the Falkland Islands, the British maritime sphere of influence at the gateway to the Indian Ocean was considerable. Studying this maritime region as a whole, and considering the rhetoric surrounding its acquisition and the practical connections that subsisted within it, provides a powerful illustration of the symbiotic nature of maritime and imperial activities and enterprises in this period.

In considering the nature of Britain’s presence in the South Atlantic and southern Indian Ocean, the maritime context in which all eighteenth-century European empires operated is essential. As N. A. M. Rodger reminds us, ‘the use of the sea was an indispensable precondition for the existence of these empires’.  

Britain’s imperial power rested on its maritime strength. It was, in the words of Simon Bolívar, the ‘mistress of the seas’. In reflecting on the route to the East, the Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the East India Company stated the glaringly obvious in a letter to the Secretary of State for the Southern Department, the Earl of Hillsborough, in 1781. ‘No fleet can possibly sail to, or return from, India’, they declared, ‘without touching at some proper place for refreshment, and, in time of war, it must be equally necessary for protection’. Consequently, the ability to establish a network of island bases and mainland trading stations, tied together commercially and strategically by communication routes connected to Europe, was vital for any country with significant overseas trade interests. The ability to maintain such a network, especially those southern-hemisphere stations on the route to India, was fundamental to British global power. In fact, the British became so good at this that, as the Victorian author and wit Sydney Smith observed in the late nineteenth century, they maintained garrisons ‘on every rock in the ocean where a cormorant could perch’.

Henry Dundas was fully aware of the
connection, explaining to Lord Spencer, First Lord of the Admiralty, with admirable confidence in 1796: ‘Home will take care of itself ... In the present war ... there can be no real injury done to this country but in its distant possessions ... the Eastern World is their [the enemy’s] only rational object’. Others concurred. Sir Hugh Christian, on station at the Cape, agreed that ‘India must be their highest object’. In 1799, Dundas explained to Richard Wellesley that ‘Great Britain can at no time propose to maintain an extensive and complicated war but by destroying the colonial resources of our enemies and adding proportionately to our own commercial resources, which are, and must ever be, the sole basis of our maritime strength’. In 1800, Dundas told his cabinet colleagues in no uncertain terms:

I need not remark, because it is obvious, that the present strength and pre-eminence of this country is owing to the extent of its resources arising from its commerce and its naval power which are inseparably connected. They must stand and fall together.

The connection may have been self-evident but it was never inevitable. The acquisition and maintenance of maritime nodes of empire was fraught with logistical, military and political problems. It attracted considerable jealousy from, and outright conflict with, European rivals, while the connections forged by and between these places created new networks of economic, cultural and scientific exchange that required careful management, scrutiny and control.

In re-examining and reappraising Britain’s oceanic empire, this book focuses on the maritime arc stretching from the islands of the South Atlantic, around the coastline of Southern Africa, and into the south-western corner of the Indian Ocean. It explores the rhetoric and the reality of this oceanic space, and the various maritime ‘keys’ that defined it and guarded the route to the East. The discussion considers how this region, its islands and its contiguous land masses were represented, and the vital role they played both in cementing Britain’s Asian empire and in frustrating its European rivals. Taken together, they enabled the
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movement of people, goods and ideas, as well as facilitating information and intelligence exchanges. Individual, often insular, bases formed part of a dense network of administration, security and control that helped to buttress the burgeoning British Empire in the early nineteenth century. Contemporaries frequently dubbed these ‘Gibraltars of India’. The book explores places that laid claim to the title of, or were proposed as, crucial ‘gateways’ to or ‘outposts’ of India. The chapters that follow explore the deployment of these monikers in different contexts, the rhetorical baggage that accreted around them, and the practical and logistical connections that enfolded the region into Britain’s wider maritime empire. The book posits the region as a crucial hub in understanding the character and workings of the late eighteenth-century British Empire as it struggled to redefine itself following the loss of thirteen colonies on mainland North America. And it also examines the connections that were said to exist both within the region and between constituent parts of the region and India, investigating how these worked in practice.

Throughout the period, speculation, debate and disagreement abounded, as a whole host of soldiers, sailors, businessmen, governors, administrators and others offered their views on the place of the southern Atlantic and Indian oceans in Britain’s overlapping commercial, political and imperial interests. The first reference to the word ‘strategy’ in the Oxford English Dictionary dates from 1810; before then, ministers, politicians and commentators considered ‘policy towards the outside world’. This was a subject, therefore, which took on ‘diplomatic, political, commercial, ideological, financial, military and naval expression according to the circumstances’. Discussion and deliberation about the place of the Cape, and the surrounding islands and seas in the wider British Empire extended far beyond the upper echelons of government in London. As a result, the cast of characters that informs this history ranges widely. We will encounter the opinions of monarchs, merchants and politicians. But those of prospectors, prophets, profit-mongers, and even the proprietor of a remote island also have a role to play in the story that follows. It includes the views of hoary old governors, men of science and ladies of

40 The discussion that follows does not deal with the Comoros, the Seychelles, or any of the myriad ‘stepping stones’ to India north of the Equator. However, the ways in which the British state and the East India Company approached these places, with their indigenous, Arabic and other Asian connections, deserves serious scholarly attention.
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